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       QUANTUM OF SOLACE (2020) EXPANDED Original scenes and characters by Paul Haggis and Neal Purvis & Robert Wade Additional scenes and characters created by Some One This text is in part a reproduction of the Quantum of Solace film released in 2008 in a screenplay format for educational purposes and is freely made available to the reader for that reason. It can be photocopied, or its contents divulged, to any third party. It cannot be sold. Please accord with the utmost care. This is fan fiction and no copyright infringement is intended. This text does not claim to be an accurate or true recreation of the original script written by Paul Haggis and Neal Purvis & Robert Wade that was produced for the 2008 film Quantum of Solace. This screenplay expands on the original film with new characters and scenes extending the film's running time to about two hours 20 minutes. The original dialogue and characters in this screenplay and all rights therein are owned exclusively by Danjaq LLC and, or EON Productions as far as Some One is aware. FADE IN: 1 INT. ROAD TUNNEL -- DAY 1 At high speed through a thin road tunnel JAMES BOND is being chased by two cars of henchmen, swerving between heavy trucks to evade their machine gun fire. The pursuers’ rattling heavy calibre machine gun drenches Bond’s car in dozens of rounds. A nearby truck’s wheels are burst by the gunfire and it slews into the tunnel wall, its fenders getting smashed and broken. Bond tries to overtake the chaotic truck but it slams into him and his door is penetrated by part of a broken fender. Bond is stuck against the truck, so he slams on the power and twists the steering wheel. His car spins away in front of the troubled truck, he is free, but his speared door has been ripped off. 2 EXT. ROAD -- DAY 2 Bolting from the road tunnel into the sunlight, Bond zips between the fast oncoming traffic on the small two-lane road. Trying to squeeze through the heavy traffic, one of Bond’s pursuers is smashed by an oncoming truck. The remaining pursuer speeds up and continues raining rounds down on Bond as they both screech into another tunnel that leads to a mountainside route. 3 EXT. MOUNTAIN ROAD -- DAY 3 Italian police, the Carabinieri, see the now two speeding cars and give chase. CARABINIERI ON RADIO CARABINIERI ON RADIO Station from patrol 48, grey Stazione dalla pattuglia 48, Aston Martin followed by a Aston Martin grigia seguita black Alfa Romeo driving da un'Alfa Romeo nera che towards the quarries. Gunshot guida verso le cave. Fuoco da fire. arma da fuoco. Slamming down on the accelerator Bond, and his remaining pursuer, guns blazing, race past the police and scream round the mountainside roads and their many tunnels and blind bends. A Carabinieri vehicle joining the race speeds towards the two cars and Bond pulls sharply to the right, entering a quarry. 2. 4 EXT. QUARRY -- DAY 4 The Carabinieri give chase and fire on Bond’s pursuers, who respond with a heavy weapon striking the police car’s engine grill with multiple rounds. The Carabinieri come to an abrupt stop as they hit the corner of a small building and then tumble down the quarry’s slope. Bond manages to avoid the tumbling police car and the constant damaging spray of powerful bullets from his pursuers. Turning corner after corner, the pursuers’ Alfa Romeo catches up with Bond, pushing against his car, the gunman angling to end Bond with his bullets. Bond reaches again and again for his weapon laying in the front passenger seat foot well, while trying to drive the car at the same time, as the gunmen’s rifle pounds round after round into the Aston Martin’s body. Seemingly locked together, Bond and his pursuers’ cars speed toward an oncoming yellow earth mover. The gunman’s car breaks away and both cars go round the huge yellow vehicle. 5 EXT. MOUNTAINSIDE ROAD -- DAY 5 With a splatter of bullets, Bond kills the Alfa Romeo’s driver the moment the two cars have passed the earth mover. While passing the utility vehicle Bond had grabbed his weapon, aimed and fired a short burst. The Alfa Romeo spins through the mountainside road’s rail and smashes down the deep vertical drop of the mountain side, crashing into the ravine below. 6 EXT. SIENA, ITALY -- DAY 6 Bond drives along a Siena street. Superimpose: SIENA, ITALY Bond’s car comes to a nondescript building in a small street and a large automatic double gate opens for him. 7 INT. A TUNNEL -- DAY 7 Bond drives slowly down the long brick tunnel to an interior entrance. Bond gets out and opens the trunk of the car. 3. 7 CONTINUED: 7 Inside, bound, is MR. WHITE. BOND Time to get out. MAIN TITLES. 8 EXT. PIAZZA DEL CAMPO, SIENA, ITALY -- DAY 8 Colorful preparations are underway for the Palio di Siena, a medieval horse race. A parade of drummers and flag bearers walk the ancient city plaza race course in bright period outfits. The crowds are already huge and boisterous. 9 INT. GARAGE -- DAY 9 Bond dumps Mr. White into a chair where a drip is ready to be inserted in his arm. BOND Don’t bleed to death. Bond walks into an adjoining room where M is looking out on to her new captive. Mr. White has a leg wound and it is being bandaged by an agent. MI6 operative Mitchell stands on guard by M. BOND Hello Mitchell. MITCHELL Bond. M The Americans are gonna be none too pleased about this. BOND I promised them Le Chiffre, and they got Le Chiffre. M They got his body. BOND If they'd wanted his soul, they should have made a deal with a priest. M Has he said anything? 4. 9 CONTINUED: 9 BOND No. MITCHELL I'm going to check the perimeter, ma'am. Mitchell leaves the room. M You look like hell. (beat) When’s the last time you slept? M opens a folder, in it a picture of Bond’s dead lover VESPER LYND and her boyfriend, YUSEF KABIRA. M (CONT’D) Vesper’s boyfriend, Yusef Kabira, the one who was abducted in Morocco. The one she was trying to save. His body was washed up on a beach in Ibiza. M points to a photo on the opposing page which shows a gruesome destroyed face. M (CONT’D) We’re meant to believe the fish did that to his face. His wallet and ID were in his pocket. BOND Well, that’s convenient. M Quite. Which is why I did a DNA check on a lock of his hair of his hair found in Vesper’s apartment. It’s not him. BOND A lock of his hair? I wouldn't have thought Vesper the sentimental type. M Well, we never really know anyone, do we? M turns away to look upon Mr. White again and as she does so Bond smoothly pockets the photo of Vesper and Kabira. Bond has unfinished business. 5. 9 CONTINUED: 9 M (CONT’D) But, I do need to know, Bond. I need to know that I can trust you. BOND And you don’t? M Well, it'd be a pretty cold bastard who didn't want revenge for the death of someone he loved. BOND (stone-faced) You don't have to worry about me. I'm not gonna go chasing him. He's not important. (beat) And neither was she. MITCHELL It’s clear, ma’am. M Thanks, Mitchell. BOND Shall we? 10 EXT. PIAZZA DEL CAMPO, SIENA, ITALY -- DAY 10 The horse riders in their striped jerseys come out on to the track to the loud cheering of the crowds. Horses and riders begin to line up for the start of the Palio di Siena accompanied by the colorful drummers and flag bearers. 11 INT. GARAGE -- DAY 11 Mr. White sits waiting for the inevitable. M stands by as Bond drags a chair intimidatingly towards Mr. White and sits down on it. Mitchell and another MI6 operative are in the background. Intercut the Palio di Siena race with the following scenes: BOND Are you going tell us who you work for? 6. 11 CONTINUED: 11 MR. WHITE I was always very interested to meet you. I'd heard so much about you from Vesper. The real shame is that if she hadn't killed herself, we would have had you, too. I think you would have done anything for her. M Well, you know you're not in Britain, and God knows where you'll be tomorrow. Which should tell you that eventually you will tell us about the people you work with, and the longer it takes, the more painful we'll make it. MR. WHITE (laughing) You really don't know anything about us. It's so amusing because we are on the other side, thinking, “oh the MI6, the CIA, they're looking over our shoulders. They're listening to our conversations.” And the truth is you don't even know we exist! M Well, we do now, Mr. White, and we're quick learners. MR. WHITE Oh, really? Well, then, the first thing you should know about us is that we have people everywhere. (To Mitchell) Am I right? Mitchell shoots the MI6 operative, Bond throws his chair at Mitchell as M runs startled from the room. Bond grabs Mitchell and they struggle for the gun, which goes off and a round hits the seated Mr. White in the shoulder knocking him to the ground. The gun falls from Bond and Mitchell’s hands and skitters, clattering across the floor, Mitchell gets to it first as Bond looks to see M exit the garage. Mitchell runs in the opposite direction and Bond chases after him, leaving a wounded Mr. White motionless on the floor. 7. 12 INT. STAIRWELL -- DAY 12 Mitchell descends stairs and escapes through a grill into a tunnel beneath the streets of Siena. Bond leaps from the top of the stairwell into the same grill entrance. 13 INT. TUNNEL -- DAY 13 Bond chases after Mitchell through the tunnel running and splashing through the water logged path. Mitchell releases a grill that cuts off Bond’s pursuit. Bond follows another tunnel path and pushing past more door- like grills he sees Mitchell far ahead. Splashing through more water logged tunneling, the well constructed brick tunnel gives way to a path hewn from the rock with wooded roof supports. Mitchell smashes down one vertical support, and earth from the ceiling begins to cave in. Mitchell, and then Bond, run headlong through the soft falling debris, swiping it aside with their open arms. Bond falls as he staggers the last few feet through the collapsing tunnel. Mitchell reaches a vertical shaft and uses his lead to rapidly climb the shaft’s ladder to a surface manhole cover. Mitchell opens the cover and light streams in. Bond is clambering as fast as his limbs will allow him, up the ladder. 14 EXT. PIAZZA DEL CAMPO, SIENA, ITALY -- DAY 14 The ancient horse race, the Palio di Siena, has come to an end, spectators storm the race track in the Piazzo Del Campo. Mitchell is pushing his way through the crowds. Moments later Bond emerges from the manhole shaft and finds himself surrounded by the throng. Mitchell is pushing through the crowd as fast as he can go, while looking back for Bond. 8. 14 CONTINUED: 14 He sees Bond and fires a shot only hitting a tourist. Mitchell finds a way out of the crowd and clambers over a low wall to run across what was the race track to an exit that leads into an atrium. Bond pushes his way out of the crowd and runs across the race track to the same exit and the atrium. Bond sees Mitchell exit the atrium through some double doors and races after him. 15 EXT. STAIRWELL -- DAY 15 Mitchell is running up the stairs and Bond, pulling his gun from his holster, is now half a stair behind him. Mitchell pushes past a WOMAN WITH BUCKET with fruit and vegetables and glass jars inside it, which is on a winch. She loses control and the box smashes to the floor. WOMAN WITH BUCKET Oh no ho perso la frutta. Bond runs past her and up the stairs, the woman has her head in her hands. 16 EXT. SIENA ROOFS -- DAY 16 Mitchell leaps onto the roof of an adjacent building and Bond is still behind him. Mitchell jumps to another building’s roof breaking the tiles. Bond follows and misjudges the distance, landing hard and sliding down one side of the roof, scattering tiles; he’s forced to leap across a small street to the opposite building’s balcony. Bond lands hard and looks up to see Mitchell running ahead on the roof on the other side of the street. 17 EXT. STREET -- DAY 17 Bond jumps from balcony to balcony on his side of the street as he tries to catch up with Mitchell. Bond clambers into a balcony and climbs into its apartment through a window. 9. 18 INT. APARTMENT -- DAY 18 Looking through another window Bond sees Mitchell’s direction. Looking out another window Bond sees a bus coming. Bond leaps onto the bus. 19 INT. BUS -- DAY 19 The driver hears a loud thud and brakes sharply. 20 EXT. BUS ROOF TOP -- DAY 20 Bond slides along its roof as the bus screeches to a halt and once its stops he jumps from there to a building ledge. 21 EXT. BUILDING -- DAY 21 Bond runs along the building ledge and then rapidly climbs up a drainpipe. Mitchell is running across the rooftop. Bond is back, charging after the traitor. 22 EXT. BELL TOWER STAIRWELL -- DAY 22 Mitchell reaches an old bell tower and runs up the stairs towards the belfry and its bell. Bond reaches the tower and Mitchell shoots at him, missing. Before continuing after Mitchell Bond pulls on the bell’s ropes, the bell in the belfry clangs loudly disguising the sound of Bond’s movements as he runs up the remainder of the stair to the belfry, pulling his Walther PPK out. Bond enters the belfry, the bell still clanging, but there is no sign of Mitchell. Mitchell surprises Bond and in their struggle they fall from the bell tower, crashing through an adjacent glass roof onto scaffolding, Bond and Mitchell lose their guns. 10. 23 INT. ART GALLERY UNDER CONSTRUCTION -- DAY 23 Now separate on top of the scaffolding, Bond pulls a scaffolding arm collapsing the platform Mitchell was on as the traitor tries to reach for his fallen pistol. Mitchell stops his fall by grabbing a rope attached to a spinning sliding winch. Mitchell’s swing on the winch’s rope pulls the winch around and its other end smashes into glass above Bond. Bond dives for a winch rope to avoid the falling glass and now they are spinning on the end of the winch‘s ropes. Both men are trying to control the winch’s chaotic movement and collide into each other, exchanging blows. Their fighting tips a nearby scaffold tower and it falls, entangling itself in the rope. As the tower crashes to the ground, pulling on the winch as it goes, Bond and Mitchell shoot upwards and impact the remains of the glass dome they crashed through moments before. Mitchell falls on to a nearby scaffold tower, Bond spirals down the winch rope, his leg caught up in the twisted cord. Both men look for their guns and Mitchell sees his below him. He starts to clamber down the scaffold. Bond sees his pistol on the floor but he’s upside down caught in the tangled rope. Bond uses his body’s inertia to move the winch and he begins to rotate round the room towards his gun, Mitchell gets closer to his own weapon. Bond finally grabs his gun and beats Mitchell by a split second to make the fatal shot. 24 EXT. GARAGE -- DAY 24 Among the excited Palio di Siena spectators now filling the streets, Bond returns to the double doors he drove through earlier. 25 INT. GARAGE -- DAY 25 Mr. White has gone, Bond only finds a small pool of blood. 26 EXT. A ROAD -- DAY 26 Superimpose: LONDON 11. 26 CONTINUED: 26 In a rainy London, Bond is in a black MI6 Land Rover driving down a small road. 27 EXT. APARTMENT BALCONY -- DAY 27 M stands on the balcony of an apartment block looking out on a grey miserable London. 28 EXT. APARTMENT BLOCK ENTRANCE -- DAY 28 Bond’s car arrives and he enters the building which has MI6 plain clothed guards. 29 INT. MITCHELL’S APARTMENT -- DAY 29 Bond enters the apartment, passes an MI6 forensic team in full garb and walks over to M who is on the balcony. BOND Anything? M (walking back into the apartment) Craig Mitchell worked for me for eight years. He passed a full security check and a lie detector test every year. Didn't leave so much as a scrap of paper to explain any of it. Eight years. Five as my personal bodyguard. M has an ash tray in her hands. M (CONT’D) I found this and three other bloody Christmas presents I bought him about the house. BOND I don't think he smoked. M (smashes the ash tray) And you had to kill him. You couldn't bring him in for questioning so that we might actually learn something. (MORE) 12. 29 CONTINUED: 29 M (CONT'D) When someone says we got people everywhere, you expect it to be hyperbole. Lots of people say that. Florists use that expression. Doesn't mean that they've got somebody working for them inside the bloody room. What the hell is this organisation, Bond? How can they be everywhere and we know nothing about them? (beat) I assume we found no trace of White. BOND No. The agent guarding the door in the garage was dead before you passed him on the stairs. M I passed him on the stairs? Christ. BOND Mitchell must have killed him when he went out to check the perimeter. You're lucky to be here. M Do you think White's still alive? BOND Yes I do. M’s CELL PHONE CHIRPS. M What is it? 30 INT. MI6 HEADQUARTERS -- DAY 30 M, her chief of staff TANNER, and Bond are walking through the MI6 building. TANNER Craig Mitchell, 45 years old. No living family. Gave generously to charity. M Tell me you know more than that. 13. 30 CONTINUED: 30 TANNER Our money men went through every bill in Mitchell's wallet and house. M How much did he have? TANNER Less than 100 pounds, and about the same in euros and dollars. The FORENSIC TECHNICIAN joins the three of them just as they arrive at the analysis room. FORENSIC TECHNICIAN Excuse me. Excuse me, ma'am. We've done a complete forensic analysis of every note and its traceable history. TANNER Not in the mood. Forensic Technician opens the analysis room door for M. FORENSIC TECHNICIAN After you. M, Tanner and Bond walk into the analysis room. 31 INT. ANALYSIS ROOM -- DAY 31 Forensic Technician is handed a used dollar bill by the TREASURY AGENT. FORENSIC TECHNICIAN This particular note from Mitchell's wallet may be of interest. COMPUTER (O.S.) Scanning. Forensic Technician uses the touch sensitive computer desk screen to show the analysis of the currency and Le Chiffre’s banking activities. 14. 31 CONTINUED: 31 FORENSIC TECHNICIAN We introduced tagged bills into Le Chiffre's money-laundering operation by intercepting illegal payoffs. We traced money through several of his bank accounts around the world. M That's pretty thin. At the rate money changes hands, you could probably find a tenner in my wallet with a tag. TREASURY AGENT That's true, ma'am. A single bill could be a coincidence, but what about a whole stack? These bills, from the same series as Mitchell's, were just scanned at a bank in Port- au-Prince, Haiti, deposited in the account of a Mr. Slate. M Impress me. TREASURY AGENT We have a Mr. Edmund Slate returning to Port-au-Prince from Heathrow this morning. His entry documents have him staying at the Hotel Dessalines. He's in room 325. 32 EXT. PORT AU PRINCE, HAITI -- DAY 32 Superimpose: PORT AU PRINCE, HAITI Through the ragged streets of Port au Prince Bond’s taxi arrives at the hotel. BOND Thank you. Bond gives the driver some money. CAB DRIVER You’re welcome. From the busy and vibrant sidewalk, Bond enters the HOTEL DESSALINES. 15. 33 INT. HOTEL DESSALINES -- DAY 33 Bond takes the stairs up to the third floor, reaching the door to room 325. He knocks on the door, gets no answer, and so Bond slips a credit card into the door lock, it clicks open. 34 INT. ROOM 325 -- DAY 34 Bond slowly steps deeper into the room, he sees, a couch and coffee table, a vase of flowers, a bifold double French door partition. Approaching the end of the room, there is a beaded door curtain leading out to a balcony and nothing suspicious. MR. EDMUND SLATE comes fast at Bond through the French door partition he was hiding behind, kicking it open. Bond dodges Slate’s heavy lunges with a knife and grabbing the Le Chiffre accomplice he violently throws him back through one half of the bifold door, smashing it off its hinges. Bond follows Slate through the broken doors, but he is up again and swings viciously, unbalancing himself and Bond who falls trying to avoid Slate’s blade. Bond grabs a shard of bifold door glass and gets back up to meet the relentless Slate. Punch, block, kick, grapple, head butt, arm twist, the two of them match strike for strike, but with a fatal glass shard strike to Slates’ neck, Bond throws the man through French doors out on to another balcony. Bond struggles with a fatally wounded Slate on the ground and stabs the man in an arm and leg to stop him fighting back. Slate bleeds out. Bond goes back into the room and opens a wardrobe to find a t- shirt which he rips a strip off of to bandage a cut to his upper arm. Bond uses the ripped t-shirt to wipe away some blood from his nose. Putting on a black jacket he also found and grabbing the room’s key from a table he exits. Bond descends the stairs to return to the hotel’s foyer and reception to speak to the HÔTEL DESSALINES CLERK. 35 INT. HOTEL DESSALINES RECEPTION -- DAY 35 In the hotel foyer, an old man reads a newspaper, and behind reception an old lady puts guests’ mail into their room keys’ oak wood rack. 16. 35 CONTINUED: 35 BOND (handing over the room key) Do you have any messages for 325? HÔTEL DESSALINES CLERK No, sir. The only message was about the briefcase that was delivered earlier. Did you want us to continue holding it? BOND No. No, I’ll take it now. HÔTEL DESSALINES CLERK Yes, Sir. The Clerk hands Bond the silver briefcase. BOND Thank you. HÔTEL DESSALINES CLERK You’re welcome. 36 EXT. HAITIAN STREET -- DAY 36 Bond leaves the hotel and calmly walking down the busy street he is spotted by a young Bolivian woman, CAMILLE MONTES, driving a bronze colored hydrogen powered Ford Ka. Camille pulls up alongside Bond who at first does not notice the Ford Ka because it is so quiet. CAMILLE Get in. BOND What?! CAMILLE Get in. Bond looks left and right, unsure that this is the right thing to do. BOND Fine. Bond gets in the car and Camille rapidly pulls away from the curb into the traffic. 17. 37 INT. CAMILLE’S CAR -- DAY 37 CAMILLE You’re late. BOND I got pulled into a meeting. CAMILLE Who with? BOND A friend of Mr. White’s. Bond notices Camille’s purse tucked between the seats. CAMILLE Don’t think I know him. Behind Camille’s car, a burly HAITIAN GANG MEMBER on a motorbike is following them. CAMILLE (CONT’D) It's funny. You don't look at all like I expected. Bond surreptitiously opens the purse and gently retrieves an identity card. BOND Really? What were you expecting? CAMILLE I didn't think geologists looked so. BOND So? CAMILLE (glancing in rear-view mirror) A friend of yours? BOND I don’t have any friends. 38 EXT. INTERSECTION -- DAY 38 Camille pulls out into the oncoming traffic, narrowly missing some cars. Surprised, the Haitian gang member struggles to get past the vehicles that had between him and Camille’s car. 18. 38 CONTINUED: 38 HAITIAN GANG MEMBER Get out of the way! Move! Camille accelerates away from the road chaos she has caused and swerves through the streets until she finds a small road to pull into. Haitian gang member is now searching for Camille’s car, side road by side road. 39 INT. CAMILLE’S CAR -- DAY 39 CAMILLE We didn’t settle on a price. BOND Make me an offer. CAMILLE We can work it out later, over drinks. Camille motions to Bond to open the briefcase, which Bond does. CAMILLE (CONT’D) Dominic didn't give you any trouble, did he? BOND No. CAMILLE What the hell is this? Camille leafs through an empty note pad Bond gave her from the case. The note pad was covering what Bond now sees, a pistol and a picture of Camille. BOND I think someone wants to kill you. Camille thrusts a gun toward Bond who deflects the pistol as its bullet loudly leaves through Bond’s open passenger window. Bond leaps from the car. Camille drops the gun in the car and pulls away fast. 40 EXT. HAITIAN STREET -- DAY 40 BOND (To himself) That wasn’t very nice. 19. 40 CONTINUED: 40 Hearing the gunshot the Haitian gang member finds the street Bond is in and pulls up alongside Bond. HAITIAN GANG MEMBER You were supposed to shoot her. BOND Well I missed! Bond strikes the motorbike’s throttle and the Haitian gang member is thrown from the bike. Bond kicks the Haitian gang member unconscious and grabs the bike, driving away with it. 41 EXT. MI6 HEADQUARTERS -- DAY 41 M and Tanner are walking through the MI6 headquarters complex. M Get Bond. Where is he now? Tanner looks at a palmtop computer. TANNER Approaching the docks, Kings Quay. 42 EXT. HAITIAN STREET -- DAY 42 Bond is driving the motorbike, in the distance is Camille’s bronze car. Bond’s CELL PHONE RINGS, he digs it out of his pocket and puts it to his head. 43 EXT. MI6 HEADQUARTERS -- DAY 43 PALMTOP Connecting. BOND (O.S.) Tanner. TANNER I’ve got Bond. M Ask him about Slate. 20. 44 EXT. HAITIAN STREET -- DAY 44 TANNER (O.S.) She wants to know about Slate. BOND Tell her Slate was a dead end. 45 EXT. MI6 HEADQUARTERS -- DAY 45 TANNER Slate was a dead end. PALMTOP Connection terminated. M Damn him. He killed him. 46 EXT. KINGS QUAY DOCKS, PORT AU PRINCE, HAITI -- DAY 46 Camille’s car comes to a stop outside a wire fence gate and getting out of the car she storms through the gate and past the DOCKSIDE VALET. Nearby ELVIS is speaking on his cell phone in German. The DOCKSIDE VALET calls out to his comrades in the Haitian Creole language as Camille strides down the dockside. DOCKSIDE VALET DOCKSIDE VALET Let her through. Laisse-la passer. A very angry Camille is walking towards Elvis who finishes his German phone call and then tries to block Camille’s path. ELVIS (holding out his hands) Whoa, whoa, whoa. Camille forcefully slaps away Elvis’ arm. CAMILLE Touch me and I'll break your wrist! A surprised Elvis follows the fast walking Camille into the dock side warehouse. 21. 46A EXT. KINGS QUAY DOCKS -- CONTINUOUS 46A DOMINIC GREENE is sat at a table testing fake government ink stamps. Elvis tries to warn Greene in French. ELVIS ELVIS Dominic, we have a visitor. Dominic, on a un invisite. GREENE GREENE Not now, I’m busy. Pas maintenant, je suis occupe. Camille walks right up to Greene who hides his surprise. GREENE (CONT’D) Camille. How nice to see you. CAMILLE Alive, you mean? GREENE I knew we shouldn't have slept together. (laughing) I think I'm starting to like you. CAMILLE So, you did just try and have me killed. GREENE And that made me very sad thinking I would never see you again. But, here you are. CAMILLE Damn it Dominic, I was trying to help you. (beat) I was trying to uncover a leak. And you, you sent someone to kill me? GREENE Please don't talk to me like I'm stupid! It's unattractive. (beat) Come, I want to show you something. Greene steps away to exit the warehouse, Camille is concerned and does not move. GREENE (CONT’D) Come. 22. 46B EXT. KINGS QUAY DOCKS -- CONTINUOUS 46B GREENE (leading Camille by the hand) There's nothing that makes me more uncomfortable than friends talking behind my back. It feels like ants under my skin. It's been that way forever. I remember when I was 15. I had a crush on one of my mother's piano students. Somehow I overheard her saying very nasty things about me. I got so angry. I took an iron. They reach the edge of the dock and the pea green waters of the Caribbean sea. GREENE (CONT’D) Is that him? Under the water, below where Greene and Camille are standing, the dead body of a white man. CAMILLE I, we only spoke on the phone. GREENE It's such a shame because he's one of my best geologists. He said you asked to buy information. CAMILLE No. He called me and offered to sell me information. Why would I come back here if I was lying? GREENE Because you love me. CAMILLE (starts to embrace Greene) I was doing it for you. To stop him from betraying you. GREENE (In the embrace) You know what burns more than all your bullshit? It's that I always got the feeling that you were only sleeping with me to get to General Medrano. 23. 46B CONTINUED: 46B A luxury speedboat races across the marina towards the dock. Camille looks out to it, enthralled. CAMILLE Is that him? GREENE You know how these deposed dictators are, jealous of their safety. Stick around. I'll introduce you. 46C EXT. KINGS QUAY DOCKS -- DAY 46C Bond is at the dockside wire fence gate, he speaks to the Dockside Valet. BOND (handing over his card) Do you see the girl that just walked in here? Could you give her that? Tell her to call me. A security camera snaps a picture of Bond’s face as he walks away from the wire fence gate. Elvis strides down the dockside to speak to the Dockside Valet after seeing Bond give his business card. ELVIS ELVIS What did he want? Veut-il quoi. DOCKSIDE VALET DOCKSIDE VALET He wants her to call him. Veut qu'elle l'appelle. EXT. KINGS QUAY DOCKS -- DAY Sitting on his motorbike, Bond receives a call on his cell phone which he diverts to voice mail, but his phone then begins to track his caller. The call is from an organization called Greene Planet. EXT. KINGS QUAY DOCKS -- AT THAT MOMENT Elvis hears Universal Export’s voice mail message. VOICE MAIL You've reached Universal Exports. Our offices are currently closed. 24. CONTINUED: Elvis ends the call, steps intimidatingly close to Dockside Valet and jabs at the man menacingly with Bond’s card. ELVIS ELVIS Pay attention next time. Faites attention la prochaine fois. 46D EXT. KINGS QUAY DOCKS -- DAY 46D A laughing General Medrano walks along with Greene. MEDRANO And you can do all this for me? GREENE Well, look at what we did to this country. The Haitians elect a priest who decides to raise the minimum wage from 38 cents to $1 a day. It's not a lot, but it's enough to upset the corporations who were here making T-shirts and running shoes. So they called us, and we facilitated a change. MEDRANO The difference is, my country's not some flyspeck in the middle of the Caribbean. GREENE But we've already begun destabilizing the government. We'll supply the private security. We'll pay off the right officials, and we have 26 countries ready to officially recognize your new Bolivian government. You want your country back. My organization can give it to you within the week. MEDRANO You've been busy. And in return you want what? GREENE A desert. Elvis brings Greene a map. 25. 46D CONTINUED: 46D GREENE (CONT’D) Merci. (holding up the map) This part. MEDRANO This land is worthless. GREENE So you're getting a great deal. MEDRANO You won’t find oil there. Everyone has tried. GREENE Maybe, maybe not. But, we own whatever we find. Medrano nods in agreement. GREENE (CONT’D) Did you know Ernesto Montes? MEDRANO A very powerful man in his day. He had a beautiful Russian wife. A dancer. GREENE (looking towards Camille) His daughter works for me. Or did. An intrigued Medrano sees the loitering Camille. MEDRANO She's lovely, but I don't see the resemblance. GREENE Why don't you consider her as something to sweeten the deal? Greene motions to Camille to come over to the two of them. GREENE (CONT’D) Just promise me to drop her over the side when you're done. (beat) Cammee, General Medrano. CAMILLE General, Mucho Gusto. 26. 46D CONTINUED: 46D MEDRANO Mucho Gusto, señorita. Medrano, pleased at meeting his new prey, kisses Camille’s enticing outstretched hand. Her smile hides her hatred. MEDRANO (CONT’D) MEDRANO (CONT’D) I knew your family. Sadly, I Conocía a tu familia. believe I was the last one to Lamentablemente, creo que fui see them alive. el último en verlos con vida. GREENE Be careful what you wish for, my dear. The head of Medrano’s praetorian guard, LIEUTENANT ORSO, a bear of a man, grabs Camille’s arm. Camille is not concerned, she knows her target is almost in her grasp. Medrano, Orso and Camille step down into the luxury speedboat. GREENE (CONT’D) Have fun, you two. 46E EXT. KINGS QUAY DOCKS - CONTINUOUS 46E Bond sees the developing situation on the dockside with Camille getting into Medrano’s launch. Bond begins to follow them on his motorbike. Bond leaps from boat to boat on his motorbike, fishermen cry out in protest. Bond abandons the bike and runs, jumps from boat to boat until he finds one with an outboard motor. Bond starts the motor and this small wooden boat speeds towards Medrano’s launch. Bond is on a collision course. Bond rams Medrano’s launch throwing everyone onboard down on to the deck. Bond jumps onboard just as Camille pulls a gun from a thigh holster to shoot Medrano but Bond knocks the gun out of her hand and pulls Camille with him onto a heavy wooden boat. Bond shoves forward the boat’s throttle and instantly accelerates away. A livid Medrano shouts angrily for help from his men who are jumping into their RIBs and arming themselves. MEDRANO Rapido! Vamoose! 27. 47 EXT. BOND’S BOAT -- DAY 47 CAMILLE What the hell are you doing?! BOND You’re welcome. CAMILLE You idiot. Take me back. BOND You know, maybe I’ll do that later. An angry Camille hits Bond and they grapple for control of the boat. CAMILLE (still grappling) You’re not one of Greene’s. BOND Dominic Greene? Medrano’s thugs are firing on Bond and Camille from their RIBs. BOND (CONT’D) Get down! Bond’s boat is struck by one of Medrano’s RIBs. The bullets from Medrano’s men zip past Bond and Camille who stay low in the boat, rounds striking the wood and the water. A Medrano RIB charges towards Bond and Camille, a gunmen’s gun blazing away at them. Camille grabs an anchor. As the RIB gets close she smashes the gunmen with the anchor and he tumbles into the sea. CAMILLE (turning to Bond) Give me the wheel! Bond is not going to give up control of the boat. BOND Navigate! CAMILLE Left! 28. 47 CONTINUED: 47 Bond brings his boat around and aims directly at the two oncoming RIBs of Medrano’s men. CAMILLE (CONT’D) What are you doing?! BOND Hold on! Bond smashes into the two RIBs and their crews lose control. Bond rapidly turns his heavier wooden boat around and smashes straight through the back of one RIB destroying its outboard motor with an explosion. The second Medrano RIB chases Bond, firing on him and Camille. CAMILLE Get down! Bond is swerving to avoid the second RIB and he deliberately pulls back on his throttle, slowing his boat. The Medrano RIB behind him smacks hard into the boat’s rear, knocking Camille on to its bottom boards and unconscious. Bond throws a grappling hook into the RIB and slams forward his throttle; the RIB and its crew are flipped over into the water. Bond motors safely away, Camille still unconscious in the boat. 48 EXT. JETTY -- DAY 48 Further down the Haitian coast, Bond finds a jetty and speeds into a berth, cutting the engine. Bond abandons his boat, carrying the unconscious Camille off it. BOND Excuse me. Bond dumps Camille’s unconscious body into the arms of an unsuspecting jetty attendant. BOND (CONT’D) Thank you. She's seasick. 29. 49 EXT. BOATYARD -- DAY 49 Bond strides through a boatyard and looks at his cell phone which is tracking the location of the handheld that Elvis called him with earlier. Bond spots a sports utility vehicle with the driver’s door open. INSIDE BOND’S CAR Driving through Haiti, Bond calls MI6. 50 INT. M’S OFFICE -- DAY 50 Tanner enters M’s office, where the head of the double-o section is sitting at her desk writing. TANNER (To M) It’s Bond. (To the computer wall) Connect Bond. COMPUTER WALL Connecting 007. TANNER (To Bond) Yes? INSIDE BOND’S CAR BOND Name check. Dominic Greene. 50A INT. M’S OFFICE -- CONTINUOUS 50A BOND (O.S.) G-R-E-E-N-E. TANNER I might need a little more than that. There are a lot of Dominic Greenes. Do you have a social security or passport number? INSIDE BOND’S CAR BOND No. 30. 50B INT. M’S OFFICE -- CONTINUOUS 50B COMPUTER WALL Scanning DGSE databases. BOND (O.S.) Anything? COMPUTER WALL Scanning KGB databases. INSIDE BOND’S CAR BOND Do you have anything? 50C INT. M’S OFFICE -- CONTINUOUS 50C Tanner looks lost. BOND (O.S.) Will you put her on, please?! M I am on, Bond. What happened to Slate? INSIDE BOND’S CAR BOND I'm not dwelling on the past. I don't think you should, either. 50D INT. M’S OFFICE -- CONTINUOUS 50D M You killed him. TANNER Largest hit, Dominic Greene, CEO of Greene Planet. It's a utility company, but Greene's been doing a lot of philanthropic work, buying up large tracts of land for ecological preserves. INSIDE BOND’S CAR TANNER (O.S.) You should be getting his picture now. 31. 50D CONTINUED: 50D Bond looks at his cell phone and a passport photo like image of Dominic Greene appears. BOND Yep, that’s him. 50E INT. M’S OFFICE -- CONTINUOUS 50E TANNER I'm afraid there's a firewall around his other corporate holdings, so we have no other information. M (To Computer Wall) Get me the Americans. COMPUTER WALL Connecting. AMERICAN OPERATOR (O.S.) Go ahead. M Interest in Dominic Greene, Greene Planet. AMERICAN OPERATOR (O.S.) Transferring you now. AMERICAN VOICE (O.S.) Hold for Gregory Beam, please. Thank you. GREGORY BEAM Oh, hi, this is Gregory Beam, ma'am. M Hello, Mr. Beam. 51 INT. PRIVATE JET -- DAY 51 GREGORY BEAM, CIA section chief of South America, lounges back in his seat with his cell phone pushed against his ear with one hand while taking a drink from the CIA FLIGHT ATTENDANT with his other. The attendant offers a drink to Beam’s colleague FELIX LEITER, but he declines preferring to play with his handheld. 32. 51 CONTINUED: 51 BEAM (Into his handheld) I'm so sorry to keep you waiting. We have no interest in Mr. Greene. 51A INT. M’S OFFICE -- DAY 51A M Thank you, Mr. Beam. COMPUTER WALL Connection terminated. M He's a person of extreme interest. TANNER But, he just said that he wasn't. M Tanner, I asked about the man and she transferred me to the section chief of South America. How would she know to do that if they weren't tracking him? 52 EXT. AIR FIELD -- DAY 52 TANNER (O.S.) Bond, we have your location as approaching an airfield. Is Greene on the move? INSIDE BOND’S CAR BOND Yeah. I've got a tail number. Golf- Zero-Charlie-Sierra-Charlie. Get me a destination. 53 INT. M’S OFFICE -- DAY 53 TANNER It's a private charter going to Bregenz, Austria, leaving immediately. M Tanner, authorise a charter for 007. (MORE) 33. 53 CONTINUED: 53 M (CONT'D) And, Bond, if you could avoid killing every possible lead, it would be deeply appreciated. INSIDE BOND’S CAR BOND Yes, ma’am, I’ll do my best. 53A INT. M’S OFFICE -- DAY 53A M I’ve heard that before. COMPUTER WALL Connection terminated. 54 INT. PRIVATE JET -- DAY 54 Greene and Elvis board Beam’s private jet. They are met by the attendant. CIA FLIGHT ATTENDANT Hello. GREENE Hi. Beam gets up from his chair to greet them enthusiastically, Leiter watches them with foreboding. BEAM Welcome aboard. Bonjour. Ca va? Ca va, ca va. Come, have a seat. 55 EXT. AIR FIELD -- DAY 55 The cabin door closes and the aircraft taxis for take-off. AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLER Charlie-Sierra-Charlie. The private jet rolls down the runway and takes off into the blue sky. 34. 56 INT. PRIVATE JET -- EVENING 56 Greene comes out of the toilet and sits next to Beam, who along with Leiter and Elvis, has been looking at a map of the Bolivian desert. The jet is shaken by some turbulence. BEAM Geez! CIA FLIGHT ATTENDANT Sorry. ELVIS (To Leiter) How much longer? GREENE (To Beam) So, do we have an understanding? BEAM Yeah. We do nothing to stop a coup in Bolivia, and in exchange, the new government gives America the lease to any oil found. GREENE If it’s oil you want. BEAM Well, you didn't find diamonds, did you? Drilling underground, you kept off everybody's radar for a very long time, but you can't buy that much piping without somebody getting curious. We'll have to verify the find. GREENE I'm not even admitting there is one. You are getting this for free. Venezuela, Brazil, now Bolivia. With you tied up in the Middle East, South America is falling like dominoes. You don't need another Marxist giving national resources to the people, do you? BEAM Well, we can hardly be expected to do something about a coup we know nothing about. 35. 56 CONTINUED: 56 GREENE And I have a pest. Elvis hands Beam his handheld. ELVIS This. On its screen is the security camera picture of Bond. BEAM (To Leiter) You have any idea who that is? Beam throws the phone to Leiter. He glances at the display. LEITER Sorry. Leiter hands it back to Beam. BEAM It’s James Bond, British Secret Service. I don't know how I could have missed that. Beam throws Elvis’ handheld back to Elvis. GREENE I will need you to get rid of him for me. BEAM Yeah. That's not gonna be a problem. 57 EXT. BREGENZ, AUSTRIA -- NIGHT 57 Superimpose: BREGENZ, AUSTRIA The CIA private jet taxis to a stop. 57A EXT. AIRPORT APRON, BREGENZ, AUSTRIA - NIGHT 57A Greene gets into his car, now wearing a tuxedo and looking very satisfied with himself. The car drives off. Beam and Leiter are standing outside the jet watching Greene drive away. Leiter cannot hold in his disgust with Greene anymore. 36. 57A CONTINUED: 57A LEITER You know who Greene is and you wanna put us in bed with him. You are kidding, right? BEAM (sarcastically) Yeah, you’re right we should just deal with nice people. (beat) I need to know you're on the team, Felix. I need to know you value your career. Beam turns and boards the CIA jet, Leiter follows. 58 INT. BOND’S CAR, BREGENZ, AUSTRIA -- NIGHT 58 Bond’s cell phone is tracking the location of Elvis’ handheld as its driven through the streets of Bregenz. 59 EXT. BREGENZ OPERA HOUSE -- NIGHT 59 THE FRONT ENTRANCE Greene’s car arrives at the Bregenz opera house. The audience is arriving in droves, Greene and Elvis push their way through the crowds. BEHIND THE OPERA HOUSE Bond walks through the delivery yard of the opera house and enters the building through the artists’ entrance. 60 INT. BREGENZ OPERA HOUSE -- NIGHT 60 IN THE BAR Greene and Elvis enter the bar area meeting and greeting other people. MALE STAFF DRESSING ROOM A cast member is looking for his tuxedo and cannot find it. Bond emerges from the dressing room in a newly pressed stolen tuxedo. BACK AT THE BAR 37. 60 CONTINUED: 60 Elvis greets a bald man with whom Greene has been talking. ELVIS (To bald man) Good to meet you. Good. GREENE (To bald man) Thank you. Elvis shows Greene the two gift bags with purple fabric handles he has. OVERLOOKING THE BAR Bond has found his way to an observation point where he can see the bar and Greene and Elvis. Bond can also see a table covered in gift bags. The gift bag girl there gives a man a bag with purple fabric handles, not the black handled gift bag everyone else is getting. The audience leaves the bar to enter the auditorium. ANNOUNCER (O.S.) (speaking German) Meine Damen und Herren, die heutige Aufführung von Tosca beginnt in Kürze. Bitte nehmen Sie Platz. (then again in English) Ladies and gentlemen, tonight’s performance of Tosca will begin shortly, please take your seats. IN THE FOYER Bond follows the man with gift bag into an accessible restroom. IN THE AUDITORIUM Greene and Elvis arrive at their executive suite overlooking the audience. BACK WITH BOND In the toilet, Bond empties the gift bag into a sink and finds a badge in the shape of the letter Q and a miniature receiver earpiece, which he tucks into his ear. IN THE AUDITORIUM -- AT THAT MOMENT 38. 60 CONTINUED: 60 Greene and Elvis are taking their executive seats. Greene puts his miniature receiver earpiece into his ear, eager for the evening to begin. IN THE RESTROOM Bond leaves the restroom, the gift bag man he followed is unconscious on a toilet seat. Bond closes the restroom door behind him and cranks the handle hard, breaking it off to ensure no one can go in. IN THE AUDITORIUM The performance of Tosca has begun. AT THE BACKSTAGE Bond walks through the backstage. Bond clambers quickly up backstage stairs and reaches the top of the stage, from where he can scan the audience. In his ear, the miniature receiver earpiece crackles in and out of life and Bond hears a garbled conversation. VOICE 1 (O.S.) Anything further from Canadian intelligence? VOICE 2 (O.S.) We’ll discuss that later. Bond suddenly hears a voice clearly. VOICE 3 (O.S.) How much more pipeline do we need? IN THE AUDITORIUM GREENE Ideally, 2,000 kilometers. Are there any objections? BACK TO BOND Bond hears people responding. VOICE 4 (O.S.) No. VOICE 5 (O.S.) Not here. 39. 60 CONTINUED: 60 VOICE 6 (O.S.) No objections. IN THE AUDITORIUM GREENE Transfer the funds from our Siberian holdings. BACK TO BOND Bond hears another voice. VOICE 7 (O.S.) Done. IN THE AUDITORIUM FEMALE QUANTUM MEMBER Where do the Americans stand? GREENE Well, the CIA doesn't care about another dictator as long as they get their end. MALE QUANTUM MEMBER But, when they find out they’ve been duped. A smart Englishman, GUY HAINES, special envoy to the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom sits among the audience. HAINES I’m working on that. BACK TO BOND Bond sees someone coming up the backstage stairs and he hears another voice through his miniature receiver earpiece. VOICE 8 (O.S.) I'm still not sure that the Tierra Project is the best use of Quantum's time. Perhaps we should shift our focus to the Canadian. The footsteps on the stairs are getting louder, while through his earpiece Bond hears Greene again. GREENE (O.S.) This is the world's most precious resource. (MORE) 
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